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Forensic science involves analyzing the information that is gathered from the past and using the same for providing
reliable evidence with regard to different types of disputes. Used in court of law, this serves several industries, more
specifically the law enforcement administration. Importance of Accurately Documenting Forensic Evidence Forensic
transcription helps document the various forensic data that is available in different formats. The clarity of data may not be
up to the mark in several instances, necessitating the transcription service providers to use specific tools and technology
for enhancing the audio quality. Proving to be vital evidences in court cases, the forensic data needs to be accurately and
efficiently transcribed. Professional transcriptionists with experience and good listening skills are capable of handling the
data and converting the same into clear and precise information that supports various professionals in the police
department, courts, and law firms. Method of Working Audio Data Data gathered from secret recording devices and
equipments may not be very clear. The quality of audio files depends on the microphone quality and background noises
that might sometimes drown the voice. It is the responsibility of the professional transcription company to render the
information clear and understandable to the jury that is enabled to listen to the voice and read the same clearly. Video
Files Involving data captured from events in video format and activities gathered on surveillance cameras, video data may
have to be transcribed to provide evidence. The added dimension of visuals proves to be effective evidences. The spoken
words in such files have to be transcribed into text. Digital Filtering of Data In the event the quality of audio data is poor,
making the voice inaudible, it is required to filter out the particular frequencies using appropriate equipment- this makes it
possible to clear the other frequency voices better. Why Numina? With over a decade of dedicated service in the
transcription industry, Numinataans has acquired the expertise required for providing accurate and reliable transcription
solutions to clients from varied industries. We specialize in medical-legal, legal, and forensic transcription services. Our
services conform to industry standards and we provide custom turnaround according to the client needs. Visit our website
www.numinatrans.com for more details.
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